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Abstract - In this paper, a new image rejection mixer in

Image rejection mixer is a way to overcome the problem

heterodyne architecture for 2 GHz band applications based on

from those off-chip filters, increasing the integ ration level. In

0.18 /lm CMOS technology is presented_ The designed mixer uses

[4,5], i mag e rejection mixer using phase cancellation is

a LC T-structure filter to suppress the image signal, leading to

developed. Those poly-phase filters are utilized but they are

the improvements in the noise figure (NF) and conversion gain.

very sensitive to gain and phase mismatch. The image

An image rejection ratio of 25-52 dB is obtained in a 150 MHz of

rejection level is from 25-35 dB, far from the 60-80 dB

bandwidth from 1.95 to 2.IGHz with IF varying from 200 to

requirement of image rejection in different wireless standards.

350M Hz. The simulation results show single-side band (SSB) NF

Moreov er, poly phase filter is often used in cascade stru cture

of 3.2 dB improved by 2.4 dB, the conversion gain of 13.4 dB,

with the combination of several stages to obtain enough

improved by more than 1.4 dB. The

tirf;uit operates at the

bandw idth, so it is very complex, consuming more power and
sensitive for desi gn.

supply voltage of 1.8 V, and dissipates 12 mW.

A new ima ge rejection mixer is introduced , by integrating a

1.

simple circuitry, a LC T-structure filter [6), the image

INTRODUCTION

rejection function is added to the mixer. With the availability

The heterodyne architecture is widely used in wireless
receivers since this architecture has the high and stable
perfonnance

[1,2]. The heterodyne architecture front-end

consists of band pass filter, low noise amplifier, image
rejection

filter

and

the

mixer.

The

major

problem

in

heterodyne receiver is the rejection of unwanted image signaL
After the frequency translation from the down-conversion

mixer, the unwanted image signal and desired RF signal both
lie in the IF b and and cannot be distinguished. The image
signal appears to be noise or interference, it may be much
larger than the desired signal and therefore significan tly
degrades the s y stem sensitivity. Therefore, suppressing the
interfering image frequency co mponen t , which is 2IF away
from the RF signal is big challenge in heterodyne receivers.
The way to deal with image problem is to suppress the image
signal before down conversion. Currently, off-ch i p passive
filers, such as surface acoustic wave (SA W) filters or ceramic
filters, are used for image rejection. These filters cause the
integration problem, increased weight and complexity for the

of monolithic inductors, it is possible to implement such a
simple circuit

consume additional power as in [3].
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systems,

wireless

achieved by combining

an

ad ditional

rejection

can

be

on -ch ip image filter [1,7] with this

image rejection mixer.
In this paper,

a

simpl e image rejection (IR) mixer with

controllable frequency

of image rejection in heterodyne

architecture for 2GHz app licati ons based on 0.18 ).lm CMOS
techn ology

is

introduced.

The

designed

mixer

uses

a

T-structure filter to suppress the image signal to improve the
noise figure

(NF)

and conversion gain . An image

rejection

of

25-52 dB is obtain ed in a 150MHz of bandwidth from 1.95 to
2.1 GHz, wi th local oscillator (LO) frequency of 1.75GHz.
The simulation results show single-side band (SSB) NF is
improved about 2.4 dB, the voltage conversion gain of 13.4
dB, improved by more than 1.4 dB. The circuit operates at the
supply

v oltag e

of 1.8 V, and dissipates 12 mW.
II.

Some other image rejection filter, which are inte grated on

chip were proposed but they are complicated to design and

additional power con sumption .

For further requirements on image rejection level of
existing

wireless systems, hence increase the cost.
.

filter with no

THE T-STRUCTURE FILTER

T-structure is a popular circuitry and is often mentioned in
the textbooks. In [6J, T-structure consists of R, C like Fig. 2(a)
d
and it is the 2n order filter. By replacing R with L like, we
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have a modified T-structure filter

c i rcuit

with the 4lh order

corresponds to signal frequency.

transfer function as follows:

From [6],

the Q ofthe

filter is:

(3)

The above transfer function is deduced from [6] and [8]. In
[8], we have the T-structurc fil ter incorporated with the LNA

with the positions of Rand L are different from that in Fig.
2(b). The i n ductors in [8] cause n egative impedance, makes
the circuit unstabl e and difficult for input matching. As a
result, C, is addc d at the cost oflower gain.

For

corre c t

and

shown in Fig. 2(b). With this topology, the effect of

rejection,

the

image

Fo r given RF s igna l frequ e ncy, we can determine the imag e
frequency by choosing the La frequency. For simplicity, let
the value of two inductors LI and L2 equal. For gi ven Q, from
(2) and (3) we can roughly determine the values of capacitors
and indu c tors by

The modified T-structure filter consists of L a nd C is

effective image

frequency or zero m ust be chosen at the pre c ise frequency .

arbitrarily c hoos i ng

the value

of the

inductors, as long as it is suitable to practical val ues . Finally,
by the simulation, the optimum values are found.

negative input impedance is cancelled, no Cc is needed,
moreover the two series inductors LI and L2 will act as the

VIJ

inter-stage matching inductor leading to the improvement
in conversion gain[9].
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T-struclur� filter consists of a) RC,

b) LC

The filter is added between the drive and switching stage of
the mixer. At the dri ve stage of the mixer, the voltage is
converted to current. The current is flowing t h r ough the
switching stage to the load when the switch is ON. At the
load, the cu rrent is turned to the voltage. So at the positi on the

Fig 3.

filter is added in the mixer, shown in Fig. 2, the current is of
as

Siogle balanced mixer integrated with T-struclure fiite. lor image
.ejecllOn

t he interest. Therefore, the transfer function T(s) is pr esented

the ration of input and output current of the filter.

1II. THE PROPOSED MIXER DESIGN

From the transfer function of current derived for the filter,
equation ( I), we have t he zero as follows:

The double-balanced Gilbert-type mixer topology shown in
Fig. 4 is preferred in CMOS mixer desi g n since it suppresses

(2)

the LO sign al and the even order distortion products at the

output.

The zero frequency is desi gned at the image frequency. At
t his frequency,

T(5)

is zero, so the filter steals the curren t

away from showing up at the output. As a result, the gain is

reduced and image signal is suppressed. The pole frequency

Double balanced mixer consists of two single balanced
mixers shown in Fig. 3. In double balanced mixer, the input

signal is differential, hence the middle point of the two C2 is

considered as th e virtual ground. So two T-structure filter
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circuits are put in the symmetric position like in F ig. 4
Fig. 4 introduces a new image rejection mixer with the
T-structure im age rejection filter. For simplicity, LI and Ll are
supposed to have the same value. From (2), (3) and the
simulation, they are determined

a

4.6 nH on · ch ip inductor.

From the RF signal and image frequencies and equation (2),
(3), CI is i s determined and chosen as a 6.4 pF capacitor, C1 is
4pF.
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transi stors M7 and Ms create the bl eeding currents under the
gate bias voltage as shown in Fig. 3. With the bleeding
technique, the current through switching transistor is reduced

by ste ering part of drive stage current from the switching
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leading to a higher conversion gain. It also improves the
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transistors, such that the output load resistance is increased
switching efficiency that leads to lower NF [10].

o

c 40
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In this design, current bleeding technique is ut ilized , PMOS
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Image rejection ratio and Conversion gain

versus RF frequency

In Fig. 5, the simulation shows the conversion gain is 13.4

dB at center frequency band when image rejection filter is
used. Image rejection level is ranging from 25 to 52 dB in the
IF·

a�_--\._+====,--I--r-D

wide band-with of 150MHz. For narrow bandwidth centered
around 2GHz, the rejection level reaches about 40 dB. At the

IF·

peak, the attenuation in the im age band is 38.6 dB, while the

band pass signal gain is 13.4 dB, thus the peak reac hes 52 dB

of image rejection.
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simulations show a very hi gh image rejection ratio, however,

Cl�I

I
,
I

RF+

The peak of the image rejection characteristic corresponds
to the zero frequency as analyzed in equation (2). The

,
1
I

the practical inductors have the restricted Q factor. The
restricted Q factor due to parasitic resistance, substrate losses
!"

IIF·

will partly de gr ades the image rejection ratio. However, the

�t-<J

M,

clear effect of the image rejection by applying the T-struclure
filter shown in Fig. 5 is more important.
The most effective and very impressive improvement in
the designed mixer when utilizing image rejection filter is on

the noise figure.
Fig. 4.

The down·conversion mixer topology wlth proposed image rejection

fLiter

L 1 and L2 not only act as part of the T-structure filter, they
also has the role of the inter-stage matching inductors that
helps improve the conversion ga i n

L�

[9].

and L, are used for input impedance matching at 50

Ohm. L, inductor is the bo nd ing wire, it helps decrease the

noise figure and increase the third order input intercept poi nt
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SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed mixer in Fig. 5 is simulated in a

�oo

220'

�m CMOS process by Cadence. The results are shown below.
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For the down mixer in the heterodyne architecture, the
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SUMMARY

the

main problem and

I'l]

in

of receiver, the new image rejection mixer topology was
simple

LC

T-structure

filter

circuitry
a

is

result, the

designed mixer can suppress the image signal. The mixer
topology, designed in 0.18 I-lm CMOS process, shows an
excellent performance, particularly in image rejection ratio
and NF. The image rejection level is from 25-52 dB in a wide
bandwidth of 150MHz around 2GHz with LO fTequency of
1.75GHz. The proposed IR-mixer is suitable for wireless
applications where high degree of integration is desirable.

The simulation results show single-side band (SSB) NF of
3.2 dB, improved about 2.4 dB, the voltage conversion gain

of 13.4 dB, improved by more than 1.4 dB. The circuit
operates

at the supply voltage of

1.8V, and dissipates 12 mW.
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